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Recent developments in neurodiagnostic imaging t e c h n i q u e s and
computerized integration of this technology into stereotactic coordinate
systems allow precise volume implants into neoplastic tissues. A technique for
raciation enhancement during interstitial brain tumor irradiation Is being
evaluated. We propose to produce this enhancement with iodmatea deoxyuridme
(IdUrd) incorporated in the DMA of tumor cells. Two mechanisms of enhancement
are being used: the first is radiation sensitization, and the second is
stimulation of Auger electron cascades through photoelectric absorption of low
energy photons in iodine (Photon Activation). This combination is referred to
as Photon Activation Therapy (PAT). Our group and associates have been able to
demonstrate a significant contribution to radiation enhancement from the
stimulation of Auger Cascaaes with 70 kVp x-rays, high dose rate monoenergetic
photons (synchrotron radiations), and low dose rates (isotopic sourcest. i 4 55m
sources*"3 »Ci) suitable for brachytherapy have been fabricated, and dosimetry
has been completed. Infusion techniques producing replacements <IdUrd for
Thd) of "10X in n u r m e tuaors and "21. in husan astrocytoma have been
developed. Dose enhancement for aonoenergetic 40 keV photons has been
calculated to be 1.9 and 2.7 for 5% and 25S replacement respectively. At low
dose rates, enhancements should be increased by up to a factor of 2 due to the
lack of repair of damage from PAT. Experimental data regarding the biologic
parameters supporting the concept have been obtained for high and low dose
rate radiations using monochromatic synchrotron radiation and conventional
brachytherapy sources (145Sm, 1 3 7Cs, ana 1 2 5 I ) . A National Cancer Institute
sponsored clinical study that is in progress has yielded preliminary data on
IdUrd uptake in hunan astrocytoiaas and has established the safety of the
technique. To date, twelve patients have been treated with ^^lr, for which
1 4 5 S » will soon be substituted. Experimental and clinical data will be
presented and discussed.
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ABSTRACT; High grade astrocytoaas have proven resistant to all conventional

therapy. A technique to produce radiation enhancement during interstitial

brain tumor irradiation by using a radiation eensitizer (Idllrd) and by

stimulation of Auger electron cascades through absorption of low energy

photons in iodine (Photon activation) is described. Clinical studies using

192
IdUrd, Ir as a brachytherapy source, and external radiation have produced

192

promising results. Substituting sanariua-145 for Ir in this protocol is

expected to produce enhanced results.

IMTRODUCTIOM; The resistance of high grade astrocytomas to all known

therapies and the consistently dismal outcome of the disease emphasize the

need to find new -ethods of treatment. The recent development and interfacing

of CT scanning and magnetic resonance imaging with stereotactic apparatus have

allowed for more accurate localization of tumors, more precise placement of

interstitial implants, and better correlation of radiation dosinetries vith

tumor geometry and surrounding CHS tissue (1). Combined vith a radiation

sensitizer such as IdUrd, brachytherapy, which provides sustained lo* dose

rate irradiation of the tunor while providing relative sparing of non-

neoplastic tissue, sight be expected to produce improved outcomes over

radiation implants alone. Our study attempts to produce radiation dose

enhancement through tvo means: 1) the use of IdUrd as a radiation sensitizer

vith brachytherapy; 2) the use of an interstitial radiation source, Sa, to

stimulate Auger cascades in iodine and thus boost the physical dose localized
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in tunor DNA. Since nornal brain tissues do not take up IdUrd appreciably,

noraal brain tolerance should not be affected.

RADIOSEHSITIZATIOMt There is evidence that hBlogenated pyriaidines are

effective as radiosensitizers i2). In DNA, a thyaidine replacement of SX (a

level that has been readily achieved) doubles the effectiveness of x-ray

radiation (3). Recent studies of prolonged intravenous administration of BUDR

led to renewed interest in halogenated pyriaidines' radiosensitizing

properties (4, S). Sano has reported trials of halogenated pyrinidines in

brain tunor radiation therapy (6). At the National Cancer Institute, a Phase I

study of BUDR (and later IdUrd) and conventionally fractionated radiotherapy

was initiated (4, 5).

125
However, evidence of IdUrd's radiotoxicity in rapidly proliferating

nornal tissues has limited attempts to use this reaction directly for therapy

(7). This toxicity results froi Auger electron cascades initiated by the

decay of I through electron capture (8, 9). It has been suggested that by

initiating K and L shell vacancies via the photo-electric effect, the more

127
stable and less toxic I could be used (10), and the radiotoxic Auger

cascades vould be restricted to the radiation field. Analysis of several

halogenated pyrimidines shoved that IdUrd was the only thyaidine analog

providing effective photon activation in situ (11, 12).

RADIATIOW DOSE: After incorporation of IdUrd in tumor DNA, the radiation

sources can be introduced at tiaes selected to optimize the cytotoxic tumor
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response while sparing noraal tissues. Calculations of the effect of PAT for

40 keV photons show that, at 5X replacement (IdUrd for Thd), the Therapeutic

Gain (TG) or radiation enhanceaent would be "1.9 (20X from Auger cascades);

while at 25X replacement, the TG would b© ~4.0 (SOX from Auger cascades). The

radiological parameters incorporated into these evaluations have been verified

in cell culture; reasonable agreement was obtained between TG, measured with

up to 7C kVp x-rays, and calculated values. Preliminary results at low dose

rates (37 cGy/hr) have verified the projected dose enhancements. Damage from

Auger cascade electron distributions is high LET in nature and nonreparable;

however, tissue damage from low dose rate irradiations (low LET) can be

expected to repair. Prelimnary data from isotopic sources Buggest that, at

low dose rates, damage from Auger cascades is particularly enhanced (7,13).

BADIATIOM SOURCES: Use of implanted sources follows naturally because of the

poor penetration cf the low energy photons (33.2 to "60 keV) suitable for

photon activation. Consequently, Si* sources for implantation in brain

tumors have been designed, fabricated, and dosimetrically evaluated. Photons

from these sources (38-61 keV photons, T 1/2 = 340d) are ideal for stimulating

127
Auger cascades in I in conventional brachytherapy (13, 14). The increased

homogeneity of dose distributions from Sm source arrays and Sa's long

192
half-life will make it preferable to Ir in many conventional brachytherapy

applications (14).

CLUIICAL EXPERIEHCE: We are now three years into an NCI approved clinical
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192
study using Idurd and Ir as the implanted radiation source for treatment of

192
25 patients. All patients have been inplanted with Ir due to the prolonged

development process for Sm sources. Thirteen patients vith grade 3 or 4

astrocytonas were entered into a treatment protocol including cranlotoay or

stereotactic biopsy, intravenous infusions of IdUrd (1000 •g/m at 12 hour

192
intervals for 7 and 14 days), stereotactic interstitial Ir implant (3000

cCy), and external radiation (4200 cGy).

STEREOTACTIC PROCEDURE: After-loading catheters are placed in the tumor in a

predetermined array using a three dimensional coordinate system derived froa

microcomputer processing of magnetic resonance imaging and computed axial

tomographic scans. Images are digitized on an IBH PC/AT. Contour maps of

cranial structures and tumor margins, generated in three dimensions and

arbitrarily color coded, are compared to standard AP and lateral radiographs

of the skull using mutually identifiable structures: in the lateral

projection, the frontal and sphenoid sinuses, orbital contents, pituitary

gland, selia turcica, internal and external occipital protuberances, and the

contour of the cranial vault; in the coronal projections, the biparietal

width, pituitary gland, midline vertex, and odontoid process. The drawings

are plotted to real scale on transparency file for overlay onto the operative

skull X-rays. Variance of the iaage axes frea the patient's axes can be

corrected with linear, scalar, and rotational transformations (15).

The stereotactic procedure is carried out in an operating rooa specially
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equipped with overhead and lateral, orthogonally placed x-ray tubes at a 12

foot source-to-fila distance that results in insignificant fila Bonification

artifact. The head fraae (Trent Wells, Inc., South Gate, CA) ia aligned,

centering the phantoa point at the central beaas of both x-ray sources. With

the patient fixed in the stereotactic head fraae so as to assure straight AP

and lateral views with "initial tilt and rotation, anterior-posterior and

lateral radio- -aphs are taken. The choice of general or local anesthesia

depends upon the procedure and the patient's condition. The lateral x-ray

identifies the frame phantoa with coordinates in the the patient's anterior-

posterior and superior-inferior dimensions. Likewise, the overhead fila

identifies the frame nidline for adjusting right-left distances. An array of

after-loading catheters is atereotactically implanted into the tuaor using

three-dimensional coordinates of the patient, operative x-ray, and digitized

scan data. Orthogonal AP and lateral radiographs are taken after iaplantation

of the catheter array.

After determining the exact location of the catheters relative to the

tumor, the dose providing unifora irradiation is recalculated. Then the Ir

seeds are inserted into the catheters at the correct depths within the tuaor

volume by measuring the ribbons and triaaing thea to the appropriate length.

192
Within 24 hours after surgery, loading of Ir seeds into the catheters is

performed in the patient's rooa. Oecadron is adainistered to all patients

during protocol treataents.
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RESULTS: Ten patients completed the treataent protocol. Complications

included lover extremity deep venous thrombophlebitis, an allergic reaction to

IdUrd, and an intracerebral hemorrhage. Tvo patienta (40-60 years old) with

grade 4 astrocytomas survived 18 and 25 months. Five of seven patients (30-42

years old) vith grade 3 astrocytomas are still alive at 14-38 months. These

findings compare favorably vith reports in the literature. Percentage

exchange of IdUrd for thymidme in tumor ranged from 0.7-2. OK.

Indications are that our current Phase I/II clinical study using intra-

192venous infusion of IdUrd in combination vith Ir brachyther^py and vhole

brain radiation is both efficacious and safe. Results in our on-going follov

up are encouraging and are to be the subject of a future report. We suggest

that IdUrd may be an appropriate "systemic toxin§ and that Stn may have

the best potential for enhancing radiation damage, particularly at lov dose

rates encountered in brachytherapy.
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